
 

OK Jaanu tamil dubbed movie download hd Pria (Aditya Roy Kapur) is devastated after the death of his girlfriend Rajjo (Shraddha Kapoor), but their romance resumes in another world. When Priya learns that Rajjo is destined to meet the same fate she avoids destiny by living her life day to day, not knowing if tomorrow will take her closer or further away from Rajjo's death. They grow apart over
time and the world creates distance between them even though they are just feet away from each other. When Priya decides to cross that distance, he discovers that it may be too late. Pria (Aditya Roy Kapur) is devastated after the death of his girlfriend Rajjo (Shraddha Kapoor), but their romance resumes in another world. When Priya learns that Rajjo is destined to meet the same fate she avoids
destiny by living her life day to day, not knowing if tomorrow will take her closer or further away from Rajjo's death. They grow apart over time and the world creates distance between them even though they are just feet away from each other. When Priya decides to cross that distance, he discovers that it may be too late.  

The film grossed around 3.75crore in the opening day and 7.25crore in the first weekend at the box office India. Thus, movie performed well at box office India. The music was composed by Prakash-Vishal and lyrics were written by Kumaar, Manoj Muntashir, Shabbir Ahmed and Kunaal Vermaa. The first song of this film "Falak" sung by Arijit Singh was released on 28 December 2016 on
YouTube channel of T-Series and got more than a million views within a week of its release. All the songs got positive response from critics as well as audience after their official release. The official trailer of the film was released on 6 November 2016. The teaser shows the main lead Aditya Roy Kapoor in a school uniform in an Indian Railway station. The song "Falak" sung by Arijit Singh is heard
from the film's background while lifting train for a few seconds. The trailer also credits about two characters, Priya and Rajjo, who are supposed to unite forever in the next world. The film released on 22 December 2016 on 1200 screens across India and it collected on the opening day itself but its total collections were less than 3 crore nett on first day itself on which got disappointing response from
audience iinegating it box office. movie collected 7. 0 crore nett on first weekend which was considered average collection at box office.On the second day movie collected 3.75 crore. total collection of the film was around 15-16 crore until its second weekdays at box office india. movie didn't performed well after the first weekend collecting total 11.
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